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 INTRODUCTION 

Dundas Titanium A/S is currently assessing the possibilities to explore a titanium rich 

black sand deposit on the south coast of Steensby Land near Moriusaq in North 

Greenland. 

 

If a license is granted, the Dundas Ilmenite Project will annually export around 

440,000 tons ilmenite concentrate from late June to late October using 40,000 tons 

Handymax vessels. In addition to the 11 ships per shipping season required to export 

the ilmenite concentrate, other ships will provide the mine with supplies, fuel and 

spares during the same period of the year. An ilmenite mine at Moriusaq would conse-

quently result in an increase in shipping in North-west Greenland which can have un-

desired disturbance effects on marine mammals.  

 

Existing knowledge suggest that potential conflicts between mining activities and ma-

rine mammals are mainly limited to spring and autumn. In order to compile up-to-date 

data on the occurrence of marine mammals inside and close to the license area at 

Moriusaq during these times of the year, a number of aerial surveys were carried out 

in June (spring) and September-October (autumn) 2017 and 2018. The surveys cov-

ered the licence area and adjacent waters. Focus was on walrus, white whale and nar-

whale because these marine mammals are believed to occur in considerable numbers 

in and around the license area. In addition, these marine mammals are known to be 

sensitive to disturbance.  

 

This report presents the results of the aerial surveys of walrus, narwhale and white 

whale. In addition to the data compiled during the flight’s other types of information on 

the status of the target species was compiled from published and un-published articles 

and reports, consultations with hunters in Qaanaaq (including hunters that were previ-

ously living in Moriusaq). Information was also provided by staff at Thule Air Base, in 

particular our pilot Steen Svensson but also by his colleague Kasim Virk.  
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 Survey method 

 

A Cessna 172 aircraft with two observers onboard was used for the aerial surveys. 

Each observer covered one side of the plane. The observers were a Orbicon staff 

member and a hunter from Qaanaaq. 

 

The altitude and speed were 215 m (700 feet) and 165 km/h (90 knots), respectively 

and the flight route were tracked using a GPS. 

 

It was originally planned to only survey a number of zig-zag line transects off the south 

coast of Steensby Land - see Figure 1. This includes the marine part of the license 

area and adjacent waters. 

 

 

Figure 1. The zig-zag line transects followed during the aerial flights 

 

 

However, during the planning of the aerial survey it became clear that in particular 

walruses have in recent springs gathered in considerable numbers at banks off Nars-

sarssuk and sometimes also around Edderfugleøer (see Figure 1) c. 15 km south west 

of the originally planned survey transects. In order to obtain a complete picture of the 

occurrence of walruses (and other large marine mammals) in the marine area south of 

the Steensby Land peninsula, these banks were included in the aerial surveys. After 
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completing the observations along the zig-zag transects, an additional survey was 

therefore carried out along the flight path shown on Figure 2. 

 

During this part of the survey marine mammals were also located using binoculars. 

When large numbers of marine animals were observed (for example herds of walruses 

on ice floes or pods of white whales) they were photographed and later counted. It 

should be noted, that the additional survey area also included Granville Fjord, where 

in particular many white whales were observed in the southern part. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The supplementary aerial survey route used (see text for further explanation) 

 

 

Table 1. Surveys were carried out on the following dates: 

2017 2018 

11 June 20 June 

16 June 26 June 

25 June  28 June 

27 June  1 July 

  

1 October 21 September 

7 October 23 September 

13 October 30 September 

15 October 8 October 
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Figure 3. Edderfugleøer with Saunders Island in the background  
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 WALRUS ODOBENUS ROSMARUS  

 

 The Baffin Bay population 

 

Walruses occurring in Northwest Greenland are part of the Baffin Bay population 

(Stewart et al. 2014, Oberborbeck Andersen et al. 2018). This population is shared be-

tween Northwest Greenland and eastern Ellesmere Island in Canada. The winter pop-

ulation is estimated to c. 2,500 animals (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). 

 

In Northwest Greenland the Baffin Bay walruses occur between Cape Inglefield in the 

north and Cape York in the south (Vibe 1950, Born et al. 1995, 2015). Within this area 

their distribution is mainly determined by depths between 10 and 100 m for feeding 

(Garde et al. 2018) and fast-ice or drifting ice pans for hauling out (Heide-Jørgensen et 

al. 2017). 

 

As the coastal sea ice melts away from Northwest Greenland during May and early 

July the Baffin Bay walruses leave Greenland waters, swim across Smith Sound and 

spend the summer in Canada where coastal sea ice remains throughout the summer 

months (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2013, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017). This correspond 

with the timing for sea ice clearance off Moriusaq and in Wolstenholme Fjord which 

was between 5th June and 21 July in 2009 – 2018 (DMI 2019) 

 

Walruses are therefore virtually absent during the open-water season in Greenland 

waters, except for a few stragglers (Stewart et al. 2014, Born et al. 2017). 

 

In autumn, as new ice starts forming along the Northwest Greenland coasts, the wal-

ruses return (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017). In the first half of the 20th century, Vibe 

(1950) and Holtved (1944) described how walruses sometimes were present in Wol-

stenholme Fjord in September to early October. However, there are indications that in 

recent years the walruses return later, probably because fast ice is formed later. In the 

years 2009 – 2018 sea ice formation off Moriusaq and in the bottom of Wolstenholme 

Fjord started between 9th October and 2nd November (DMI 2019).  

 

As the sea ice thickens most walruses are forced away from the coast again. How-

ever, there is very little exact knowledge about where the Baffin Bay walruses stay in 

mid-winter. The majority probably overwinter in leads and areas of open water in the 

North Water Polynya (NOW) between Greenland and Canada although a few stran-

glers may also remain in leads in Wolstenholme Fjord in some years. Recent observa-

tions indicate that some walruses may also winter further to the south-east (Boert-

mann and Mosbech 2017). 

 

In some years leads and open water of the NOW almost reach the Greenland coast 

potentially making it possible for walruses to utilize shallow banks near land all winter. 
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In other years heavy ice covers the coastal areas in Greenland until March-April. How-

ever, as soon as the heavy sea ice along the coast breaks up, the walruses arrive and 

start feeding on mussels (Freuchen 1921, Steen Svensson pers. com.). In the first half 

of the 20th century, there was apparently also an influx of walruses into the North Wa-

ter – including the Wolstenholme Fjord system - from the south during June and July 

(Freuchen 1921, Vibe 1950). 

 

 

 The results of the aerial counts in 2017 and 2018 

 

2.2.1 Numbers recorded during the aerial surveys 

During the aerial counts in spring and autumn 2017 and 2018 walruses were only ob-

served in spring. Table 2 summarizes the numbers recorded along transects in the li-

cense area and at banks in neighboring waters. It should be noted that the figures in 

the table are the number of walruses actually observed and that no attempts have 

been made to take into account animals that may have been submerged as the air-

plane passed over. 

 

 

Date 

 

 

 

Observations of walruses 

 

Along zig-zag line transects 
In neighboring survey 

area 
Total 

11 June 2017 0 c. 100 off Narssarssuk c. 100 

16 June 2017 0 64 off Narssarssuk 64 

25 June 2017 3 13 off Narssarssuk 16 

27 June 2017 0 226 off Narssarssuk 226 

4 July 2017* - c. 100 off Dundas c. 100 

    

20 June2018 3 91 off Narssarssuk 94 

26 June 2018 2 0 2 

28 June 2018 2 0 2 

29 June 2018* - c. 150 at Edderfugleøer c. 150 

1 July 2018 0 0 0 

Table 2. Number of walruses recorded in 2017 and 2018. Note that observations marked with * were made 

by staff from Thule Air base (see text for explanation) 

 

 

Table 2 also includes two significant observations done by staff from Thule Air Base 

on the 4 July 2017 and 29 June 2018: 

 

• On 4th July 2017 c. 100 walruses were observed by our pilot (Steen Svens-

son) from his plane. The animals were resting on ice flows just off the coast of 
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Dundas (near Thule Air Base). In the following days the floating ice quickly 

disappeared from the area (Steen Svensson pers. com) and with that proba-

bly also the walruses. 

 

• On 29th June 2018 c. 150 walruses were observed by Kasim Virk (staff mem-

ber of Thule Air Base) and friends during a boat trip to Edderfugleøer. The 

majority of the walruses were hauling out on the island (see photos kindly pro-

vided by Kasim Virk).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Walruses hauling out on the sea ice off Narssarssuk in mid-June 2017 
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Figure 5. Walruses hauling out on Edderfugleøer on 29th June 2018. Photo by Kasim Virk 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Walruses hauling out on Edderfugleøer on 29th June 2018 (Saunders Island in the background). 

Photo by Kasim Virk 
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2.2.2 Distribution of walruses 

Only small numbers of walruses were observed along the zig-zag line transects (Table 

2). All observed animals were in the water, either foraging or perhaps moving towards 

the summering areas in Canada. It should be noted that additional walruses might 

have been present but not recorded because they were submerged. 

 

By far the majority of walruses were recorded at the banks off Narssarssuk, where up 

to 226 animals were observed on ice flows (Table 2). 

 

Our pilot Steen Svensson has since 2012 offered sightseeing flights to colleagues at 

Thule Air Base, including “walrus watching”. For this reason, he has specifically 

searched for walruses near the base from around 1th April. According to him walruses 

always appeared first at Narssarssuk, typically arriving by the end of April or in early 

May. 

 

The observation of around 100 walruses on ice flows off Dundas is unusual (Steen 

Svensson pers. com.) and were probably animals “in transit” from Narssarssuk to 

Canada.  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Locations where herds of walruses were observed in June 2017 and/or June 2018 (red polygons) 

and other locations where herds of walruses have been rerecorded regularly within the last 10 years (yellow 

polygon) 
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Hunters in Qaanaaq, including persons that used to live in Moriusaq, has pointed out 

that some years the banks around Edderfugleøer is also an important area for wal-

ruses (pers. com), but no animals were observed during the flights in 2017 or 2018.  

 

It was therefore a surprise that Kasim Virk (staff member of Thule Air Base) observed 

around 150 walruses on Edderfugleøer (and in the water around) on 29th June 2018. 

It also appears to be the first observation of walruses hauling out on land in Northwest 

Greenland for a very long time. It should be noted, that their stay must have been 

short, as no walruses were observed the day before and two days after when the is-

lands were overflown during the aerial surveys. 

 

The banks at Manson Islands and further into Wolstenholme Fjord are also known to 

be regular feeding areas, with recent observations of walruses in May 2009 (Heide-

Jørgensen et al. 2013), April 2014 (Heide-Jørgensen 2016) and May-June 2015 

(Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). However, no walruses were observed in these areas 

during the aerial surveys in 2017 or 2018. 

 

 

2.2.3 Timing of spring migration 

In 2017 a steady decline from c. 100 to 13 walruses was recorded from the 11 to 25 

June 2017. In 2018 almost 100 walruses were recorded on the 20th June, but none on 

the 26 and 28 June 2018 (Table 2).  An explanation for the reduction in numbers dur-

ing June could be that walruses left the area and moved towards Canada. This would 

be in line with the movements of 50 walruses marked with satellite transmitters at 

Etah, Murchison Sound, south of Kiatak (Hvalsund) and Wolstenholme Fjord which on 

average left Greenland waters on the 14 June with no differences among the four tag-

ging areas (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017).  

 

It was therefore unexpected, that large numbers were recorded by the end of the 

months with 226 animals on the 27 June 2017 and c. 150 on 29 June 2018. The origin 

of these animals is not known, but a possible explanation is that they arrived from Mel-

ville Bay, being part of a north going walrus migration. Such movements have previ-

ously been reported by Freuchen (1921) and Vibe (1950) and recently also suggested 

by Boertmann and Mosbech (2017). 

 

In 2017 the last walruses most likely left the survey area during the first week of July 

while in 2018 the last animals appear to have left by the 1th July (Table 2). It should 

be noted that spring 2017 was unusually cold in Northwest Greenland with sea ice re-

maining much longer than normal. Also, spring 2018 was colder than average. 
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2.2.4 Timing of autumn migration 

No walruses were observed during the aerial surveys in autumn which ended on the 

15 October 2017 and 8 October 2018, respectively. Also, our pilot Steen Svensson, 

who stores his plane for the winter on the 15 October, has never observed walruses in 

the sea off Thule Airbase in autumn. According to local hunters that used to live in Mo-

riusaq the first walruses are normally observed here by the end of October (but north 

of Qaanaaq and at Herbert Island they arrive earlier). 

 

This is in line with data from the walruses tagged in spring 2010-2013 & 2015 of which 

three tags transmitted long enough to document their return migration from east Elles-

mere Island (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017). It was found that they arrived to their origi-

nal tagging area on the Greenland coast between 3 and 27 October (Heide-Jørgensen 

et al. 2017).  

 

Little appears to be known about how long the walruses stay in coastal areas before 

progressing sea ice forces them away and towards the central NOW. Most years this 

probably takes place in November- December. 

 

 

2.2.5 Conclusions - walrus 

 

• Quite large numbers of walruses hauled out on floating ice off Narssarssuk in 

June 2017 and 2018 while only a few were seen in the water along the tran-

sects inside the license area. 

 

• A significant increase in numbers was observed by end of June in both years 

which probably were animals arriving from a wintering area further to the 

south. 

 

• Walruses seem to leave the Wolstenholme Fjord system in late June. In years 

with exceptionally cold spring (such as 2017) the last animals left in the first 

week of July. 

 

• In June walruses are almost exclusively recorded from four areas, none of 

which are located inside the license area or close to the planned shipping 

route to the Project port. 

 

• No walruses were observed during the autumn flights (last surveys on 15 Oc-

tober 2017 and 8 October 2018). According to local hunters, walruses nor-

mally first appear at Moriusaq by the end of October. 

 

• Except for occasional stranglers walruses are absent from the Wolstenholme 

Fjord system (including off Moriusaq) from beginning of July to mid-late Octo-

ber. 
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Figure 8. Walruses off Narssarssuk on 20 June 2018 

 

 

 
 NARWHALE MONODON MONOCEROS 

 

3.1.1 Population 

Several subpopulations of narwhale occur in Greenland, each having high site fidelity 

to specific migration routes as well as summering and wintering grounds, which they 

generally use year after year (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003, 2013).  

 

The narwhals that occur in the survey area of this study are believed to belong to the 

population that concentrate in Inglefield Bredning in summer and either winter in the 

eastern part of the North Water Polynya (NOW) or further south in central Baffin Bay 

(Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). 

 

3.1.2 Population size 

In 2007, the summer population of narwhals in Inglefield Bredning was estimated to 

8,368 animals (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010a). In 2014 the winter population of nar-

whals in the NOW was estimated to 3,059 animals (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). 
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3.1.1 Movements 

In spring, narwhals from the wintering area in Baffin Bay move north along the ice 

edges off West Greenland and concentrate in the NOW before entering Inglefield Inlet 

(Born et al. 1994, Heide-Jørgensen 2004, GINR unpubl. data) in May-June. 

 

 

Figure 9. Narwhals in Northwest Greenland 

In autumn, narwhals begin to leave Inglefield Bredning in September, with the last ani-

mals leaving, as fast ice starts to form around mid-October. In recent years this has 

usually been delayed until mid-November. After leaving Inglefield Bredning, part of the 

population remains in eastern NOW, and part of it moves to the wintering grounds in 

Baffin Bay. 

 

3.1.1 Observations during the aerial surveys 

Narwhals were observed during one spring survey (in 2018) and two autumn surveys 

(in 2017) – see Table 3. 

 

 

Date Observations of narwhale 

 

Along zig-zag line tran-

sects 

In neighboring survey 

area 
Total 

28 June 2018 1 + 20 0 21 

    

7 October 2017 15 2 17 

13 October 2017 1 + 10 0 11 

Table 3. Number of narwhals recorded during the aerial counts 
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3.1.2 Spring observations 

Only on one out of eight spring flights in 2017 and 2018 narwhals were recorded in the 

assessment area, as a pod of 20 animals and a single narwhale was observed north 

and northwest of Saunders island, respectively (Figure 10).  

 

Aerial surveys in late May 2009 and 2010 recorded no narwhale in the assessment 

area but several pods were observed further to the west (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 

2013).  

 

This suggests that the large number of narwhals that concentrate in front of the ice 

edge of Inglefield Bredning in June when arriving from the south of the NOW generally 

migrate and stay off shore with only a few animals entering the fjords south of 

Steensby Land. 

 

 

 

Figure10. Location of narwhals observed on the 28 June 2018  

 

 

3.1.3 Autumn observations 

The location of narwhals observed during autumn surveys is shown in Figure 11. All 

observations are from two surveys in October 2017 (Table 3).  
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Narwhals are known to start leaving Inglefield Bredning in late September (pers. obs, 

hunters in Qaanaaq) with the last animals moving out of the fjord system in late Octo-

ber or sometimes early November. The narwhals observed in the assessment area in 

October 2017 therefore most likely were animals that have spent the summer in In-

glefield Bredning. However, it is unknown if they belong to the population that remains 

in the NOW during winter or to the populations that winters in central Baffin Bay. 

 

Taking into account the large Inglefield Bredning summer population, the singe pod of 

15 animals recorded in the license area during the aerial surveys and the 16 narwhals 

from the neighboring Granville Fjord suggests that only a very small part of the In-

glefield Bredning population enters the fjords south of Steensby Land in autumn. 

 

 

Figure 11. Location of narwhals observed on 7 and 13 October 2017 (with number of animals) 

 

 

 

3.1.4 Conclusions - narwhale 

• Only few narwhals were recorded during the spring surveys (in June), sug-

gesting that the majority of narwhals move further west on their spring migra-

tion from Baffin Bay towards Inglefield Bredning. 
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• In autumn a few pods were seen in the license area and adjacent Granville 

Fjord in October 2017 (at a time when large numbers of narwhals were leav-

ing Inglefield Bredning (pers. obs.)). This indicates that most narwhals avoid 

entering the fjords south of Steensby land on their autumn migration. 
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 WHITE WHALE (BELUGA) DELPHINAPTERUS LEUCAS 

 

4.1.1 Population  

White whales that occur in the marine study area belong to a population that spend 

the summer in Canadian High Arctic waters and winter in either the North Water Po-

lynya (NOW) or off central West Greenland (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). 

 

4.1.2 Population size 

A survey in 2012 estimated the number of white whales wintering off West Greenland 

to 9,072 (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2017), while the number wintering in the Greenland 

part of the NOW is estimated to 2,324 (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2016). 

 

4.1.1 Movements 

In spring, white whales that spend the winter off West Greenland are believed to cross 

Baffin Bay somewhere at the latitude of Upernavik (about 73°N), and arrive at the ice 

edge in Lancaster Sound in Canada in May and June (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010b). 

 

Almost nothing is known about the spring movements of the white whales that winter 

in the NOW. However, it is likely that they also more east and northeast towards the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago, as soon as the sea ice permits. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Pod of white whales off the entrance to Granville Fjord in September 2018 
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The migration from Canada towards the wintering area off West Greenland takes 

place in October-November (Ugarte et al. 2011). There seems to be no data available 

about when white whales that winter in the NOW migrate. However, since it is proba-

bly the fast-ice that forces the animals to leave Arctic Canada it seems likely that they 

migrate at the same time as the whales wintering further south. 

 

4.1.1 Observations during the aerial surveys 

No white whales were recorded during the spring surveys in 2017 and 2018. This is to 

be expected, as the white whales on migration from West Greenland towards the Ca-

nadian Arctic Archipelago are believed to cross the Baffin Bay south of the assess-

ment area (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010). 

 

In autumn white whales were recorded in considerable numbers throughout the survey 

periods lasting from 21th September (2017) to15 October (2018) – see Table 3.  

 

According to hunters in Qaanaaq, including people that used to live in Moriusaq, the 

autumn movements of white whales off Moriusaq usually takes place in October with 

occasional observations in November. This suggests that the observations of pods of 

white whales in late September (2018) probably concerns some of the earliest animals 

arriving to this area. It is unknown if the whales belong to the population that winters 

off West Greenland or in the NOW (or both).  

 

 

Date Observations of white whales 

 

Along zig-zag line tran-

sects 

In neighboring survey 

area 
Total 

1 October 2017 0  10 10 

7 October 2017 5 + 20 + 550  0 575 

13 October 2017 0 0 0 

15 October 2017 10 + 20  0 30 

    

21 September 2018 15 71  86 

23 September 2018 8 14  22 

30 September 2018 320  0 320 

8 October 2018 99 0 99 

Table 3. Observations of white whales during the aerial surveys 

 

4.1.2 Distribution of white whales 

The location of the observed white whales is shown in Figure 13 (2017) and Figure 14 

(2018). The majority were probably whales on migration from Canadian High Arctic 
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waters to wintering areas off central West Greenland but probably also included ani-

mals that would winter in the NOW. Whales belonging to the last group would then 

mainly enter the fjords on the assessment area to feed on fish. 

 

This is supported by the observations that many of the white whales were observed 

with flocks of gulls (Kittiwakes and Glaucous gulls) circling over the pod, suggesting 

that the whales were chasing and eating fish. This included the large pod of 550 ani-

mals far inside Wolstenholme Fjord where the individual animals were spread out and 

probably chasing schools of capelin. Also, the pods observed far into Granville Fjord 

were probably animals hunting fish. 

 

The other large concentration of at least 300 white whales northwest of Saunders Is-

land on the 30th September 2018 consisted of many smaller pods swimming some 50 

– 100 m apart, but all mowing in a southeasterly direction (one of the pods is shown in 

Figure 12). This appeared to be whales on the move. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Location of white whales observed during four aerial surveys on 1th, 7, 13 and 15 October 2017 

(with number of animals)  
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Figure 14. Location of white whales observed during aerial surveys on 21th, 23th, 30th September & 8th 

October 2018 (with number of animals) 

 

 

Figure 15. Part of large concentration of 550 white whales in Wolstenholme Fjord on 7 October 2017 
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4.1.3 Conclusions – white whale 

 

• White whales seem not to pass through the assessment area in significant 

numbers on spring migration (in June). 

 

• In autumn (September – October) considerable numbers were observed in-

cluding several large pods. This appeared to include mainly whales on migra-

tion, but also animals pausing to feed on fish in the fjords. Others could be 

whales that would later winter in the NOW and which temporarily entered the 

assessment area to feed.   
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